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Summary:
This year for my vacation, I decided to go visit a friend who lives just outside of Amsterdam,
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Article Body:
During the vacation I got to see many of the wonders that Amsterdam has to offer. One of the f

After going to the museum I headed into the city center to look around, maybe do some shopping

I had herd many things about Amsterdam and just thought that many of them were blow out of pro

As if the prostitutes in the windows were not enough there are live sex shows and sex shops se

Then as I continued walking around I started to notice something besides pot, and naked female

I grew up in New Jersey, just about 2 hours from Atlantic City, and after my 18th birthday I s

Well I wound up spending most of the rest of my time in those casinos. The first one I went to

The next place I found was a nicer place. Unlike in New Jersey, in these casinos people are dr

So I started playing at the Roulette table, and I was doing really well, at one point I was up

The next day I found myself in another casino, and I decided to see if my luck was back, I wen

After playing for about 5 hours I decided to go outside and walk around a bit to stretch my le

In Amsterdam a caf? is a place to sit and have a coffee, but a coffee shop is a place to purch
I went to the counter where I saw others buying their weed and the guy behind the counter was
I managed to smoke about half of the joint, before I was hit with this feeling. I have been a
Eventually I managed to get out of there and get some fresh air, and some waffles. I decided,
So if you are going to be going to Amsterdam, be careful the grass is really strong.
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